ASIA: Gerflor Asia
Tel: +86 21 6357 8818

ITALY: Gerflor S.p.A.

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND: Gerflor Australasia Pty. Ltd

LATIN AMERICA (Brazil): Gerflor América Latina

Australia Tel: 1 800 060 785
New Zealand Tel: 0 800 630 119

AUSTRIA/SWITZERLAND: Gerflor GmbH

Tel: +43 (0)72 29/70 800-0

BELGIUM/LUXEMBURG: Gerflor Benelux
Tel: +32 (0)3 766 42 82

CANADA: Gerflor Canada
Tel: 438 333 0752

CHINA: Gerflor Floorings (China) co.Ltd
Tel: +86 21 6357 8818

FRANCE: Gerflor

Service Express: N°Azur : 0 810 569 569

GERMANY: Gerflor Mipolam GmbH

Tel: +49 (0)22 41-25 30-0
Kunden-Service
Tel: +49 (0)22 41-25 30 131
SAT Service und Anwendungstechnik
tel: +49 (0)22 41-25 30 555

IRELAND: Gerflor Ltd

Tel: +353 (0) 42 966 1431

Tel: +39 02 90 40 10

Tel: +55 11 38 48 20 20

MIDDLE EAST: Gerflor Middle East

Tel: +966 13 847 1779

NETHERLANDS: Gerflor Benelux
Tel: +31 (0)40 266 17 00

OTHER COUNTRIES: Gerflor International
Tel: +33 (0)4 74 05 40 00

POLAND: Gerflor Polska Sp z o.o
Tel: + 48 61 823 34 01

PORTUGAL: Gerflor Iberia, SA

Tel: +351 21 843 95 49

RUSSIA: Gerflor Moscow Office
Tel: + 7 499 783 63 69 / 81

SCANDINAVIA: Boide Gerflor Scandinavia a.s.
Tel: + 47 64 95 60 70

SPAIN: Gerflor Iberia, SA

Tel: +34 91 653 50 11

UNITED KINGDOM: Gerflor Ltd
Tel: + 44 (0) 1926 622 600

USA: Gerflor USA
Tel: 877 437 3567

Where Champions Play

™

WHERE
CHAMPIONS
PLAY
An insight into Gerflor’s
leading brands and sports
flooring solutions
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Healthcare

Transport

Residential

ABOUT GERFLOR
The Gerflor Group creates, manufactures and markets innovative,
decorative and sustainable flooring solutions and wall finishes. Gerflor
develop specific flooring and wall solutions to meet every indoor and
outdoor market application needs, gathering several world-renowned
product brand names, such as Taraflex®, Mipolam®, DLW®, Tarabus®,
Connor Sports®, Sport Court®, Gradus®, SPM and Romus.

Offices

Industry

Always striving to improve
Retail

Education

In this fast-changing world, we strive to improve people’s lives, by providing
safe and creative flooring solutions that exceed their needs and contribute
to a better world.

The Gerflor Group accross the globe
4200 employees
25 subsidiaries and a broad network of
partner distributors
16 manufacturing plants and logistics hubs
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Taraflex® - Vinyl Sports Flooring
Taraflex® which is globally recognised as the market leader in sports flooring offers the very best protection and
safety together with providing supreme levels of performance.

Connor Sports® - Hardwood Sports Flooring
Connor Sports® athletic surfacing is the market leader offering unrivalled incredible performance, together with
a range of visually stunning designs.

WHERE
CHAMPIONS
PLAY
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DLW - Linoleum Sports Flooring
DLW linoleum floor coverings are highly functional and very environmentally friendly, manufactured from 100%
natural and renewable materials, delivering a natural resistance to wear and heavy moving loads.

Sport Court® - Outdoor Sport Surfaces
Sport Court® PowerGame™ interlocking tiles are designed to overlay outdated concrete or asphalt surfaces,
transforming them into colourful play surfaces.
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At Gerflor’s global sports
business has always been driven
by a desire to manufacture and
supply innovative sports flooring
that not only delivers fantastic
performance, but also high levels
of safety too. Gerflor’s legacy of
pioneering tradition and expertise
stretching back to 1872 makes
Gerflor the worldwide leader in
supplying a selection of sports
flooring solutions perfect for a
host of applications.
Rich in quality, rich in history.

Taraflex® - from its creation in 1947 Taraflex® has pioneered the path to what sports flooring is
today, together with delivering sports flooring for all the Olympic Games since 1976.
Connor Sports® - Founded in 1872, Connor Sports is the leader in hardwood sports flooring,
installing their very first basketball court in 1914. Today the iconic Boston Celtics NBA basketball
team play on a Connor sprung maple floor.
Sport Court® - From its inception in Seattle in 1974 more sport is played on Sport Court® modular
surfaces than on any other outdoor sports flooring in the world. Sport Court partnered with the
American Volleyball team for the 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games and until recently was involved as an
early partner in the development of FIBA 3X3 basketball.
DLW – 1882 saw the foundation of DLW, the oldest linoleum brand in the world. With 130 years of
unique linoleum expertise DLW combined with Gerflor in 2018 to deliver exceptional know how in
the manufacturing of natural ingredients. In a testament to quality DLW was chosen for the inside
flooring element of the Bird’s Nest Stadium, Beijing Olympics in 2008.

A
LONG-LASTING
LEGACY
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REVEAL YOUR TALENT
Taraflex® is the most widely specified indoor sports surface in
the world. Chosen by top international athletes for its unique
construction and its technical abilities.
From children to professional players Taraflex® offers the very
best protection and safety together with providing supreme levels
of performance. Taraflex® has been fitted at every Olympic Games
since 1976 and is an approved surface by many National and
International governing bodies of sport worldwide.
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European
Handball
Championships,
France, 2018

Trusted by
Worldwide
Federations
Taraflex® has become the trusted
historical partner to a host of wellknown major international sporting
federations, delivering exclusive
partnerships which demonstrates
Gerflor’s position as a worldwide
leader in sports flooring.

Table Tennis World Championships, Sweden, 2018
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Floorball World Championships, Czech Republic, 2019

Volleyball World Championships, Italy, 2018
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OUTSTANDING LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE

WHY CHOOSE
TARAFLEX®
A unique burn-free surface due to its
unique surface treatment.
Outstanding dimensional stability
because of its fibre-glass reinforced
surface complex.
Its closed cell double density foam
delivers constant excellent playability.

MULTI-USE

TA R A F L E X ®

Due to its 12,5mm thickness, this is
the most comfortable solution. Ideal
for leisure activities where immediate
protection is a key factor.

Designed with a high resistance to
tables and chairs, the 6,1mm thick
multi-purpose vinyl flooring is the
perfect solution for sports and nonsports activities.

A range of special flooring designed
specifically for tennis, table tennis
and badminton providing either a
permanent or portable solution.

TA R A F L E X ®

TA R A F L E X ®

This 7,5mm thick flooring is
ideal for a variety of sports and
leisure activities from children to
professional players. The choice for
all international events when installed
over a sub-construction.

At 9mm thick, this is the best
compromise of comfort, safety and
performance. Widely recognised and
ideal for education and clubs.

EVOLUTION
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COMFORT

TA R A F L E X ®

TA R A F L E X ®

PERFORMANCE

RACKET SPORTS

THW Kiel training centre, Germany,
London Light Blue
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National Handball training centre, France
London Light Blue & Silver Gray
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Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
Teal

Répcelak, Hungary
Maple, Silver Gray and Spring

Unieux, France,
MyTaraflex® bespoke colours
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BUILT FOR CHAMPIONS
For over 150 years Connor Sports® has been the market leader
in portable and permanent hardwood sports flooring systems
providing unique levels of performance.
Connor Sports® have built hardwood courts for the NBA®, NCAA®
and FIBA®. Their athletic surfacing experts have developed sports
flooring that provide a range of incredible colours and designs,
together with delivering high levels of performance worthy of the
very best players.
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TD Garden, home of the Boston Celtics, USA

FIBA World Cup,
China, 2019

A Trusted
Worldwide
Partner
Connor Sports® is the historical
partner of the NBA, NCAA in the USA,
together with holding the coveted
position of being the preferred supplier
for a host of major worldwide events
including the FIBA World Cups and the
Olympic Games.

Olympic Games, Rio, 2016

NCAA Final Four, exclusive supplier since 2006

TM

OFFICIAL TECHNICAL SUPPLIER
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YOUR CHOICE… YOUR MOVE!

WHY CHOOSE
CONNOR SPORTS®
Manufactured from North American
solid maple wood for supreme quality.
Constructed with a hard-wearing
subfloor to provide extreme durability
and stability.
Provides an excellent all-round sport
performance.

Connor Sports®

Connor Sports®

Connor Sports®

Connor Sports®

A floating sports floor system
recommended for multi-purpose
activities offering high resistance to
impacts and heavy loads with a high
level of shock absorption.

A floating sports floor system providing
a good compromise between shock
absorption and ball rebound.

An anchored hardwood sports flooring
system offering homogeneous
performance throughout the floor,
high shock absorption and ball
rebound and an anti-vibration system
for comfort of play.

A portable sports floor system
incorporating easy alignment and
quick assembly. Portable systems
are designed to meet the demands
of arenas, convention centres and
stadiums.

NEOSHOK
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REZILL SLEEPER

ALLIANCE

QUICKLOCK

Sárvár, Hungary,
Second and better grade
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Chorale de Roanne, France,
Multipurpose grade

Ljubljana, Slovenia,
First grade
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Vizmarje, Slovenia,
Second and better grade

Metz, France,
Second and better grade
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CREATIVE BY NATURE
DLW Linoleum has been supporting original projects for over
130 years offering fascinating designs and colours while
delivering excellent performance characteristics.
Almost entirely manufactured from natural and renewable
materials DLW Linoleum floor coverings are highly functional
and very environmentally friendly, delivering a natural resistance
to wear and heavy moving loads including rollers.
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THE NATURAL CHOICE

WHY CHOOSE
DLW
Extreme resistance to wear
and heavy load provided by 4mm
homogenous linoleum layer
Stunning looks delivered through
colour deepness emphasising a
natural look
Excellent safety supplied by the
shock absorption of the wooden or
rubber sub-construction

DLW

DLW

DLW

The timeless and acclaimed classic
marbled design has a unique 4mm
homogenous wear layer and comes
with 15 soft designs which are easy
to mix and match.

The only colourful speckled surface
in the market which has a 4mm
thickness, providing strong colours
in combination with a discreet
structured design.

3,2mm thickness providing a
sensational marbled-design
alternative to the DLW classics
range.

LINODUR SPORT
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COLORETTE
SPORT

MARMORETTE
SPORT

Karlsruhe, Germany,
Linodur Sport Lava Red
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Eggenfelden, Germany,
Colorette Sport Lime Green

Finsing, Germany,
Colorette Sport Elephant Grey
Feldkirchen, Germany
Colorette Sport Blue Bird
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University of Sports and Olympic Centre, Austria,
Linodur Sport Marble Grey and Speckled Blue
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SHARE MORE THAN SPORT
Sport Court® has been building champions for more 40 years in more
than 170 countries by installing over 100,000 courts in all seven
continents.
Sport Court® modular outdoor sport surfaces are designed for multiuse, ideal for athletes and the community. Sport Court® PowerGame™
interlocking tiles are designed to overlay outdated concrete or asphalt
surfaces, transforming them into colourful play surfaces.
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Preferred for
performance
Through its modular design
Sport Court® provides the perfect
performance levels for a range
of sporting activities. From 3x3
basketball through to floorball its
event-friendly design provides the
ideal sports surface every time.
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3X3 Asia Cup, China, 2019
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DESIGNED FOR MULTI-SPORTS

School facilities

WHY CHOOSE
SPORT COURT®
High UV resistance for outstanding
colour durability
Wide and deep connection loops for
strong resistance to installation and
removal

Event-based courts

Double-grid structure for efficient
water drainage and fast drying

SPORT COURT®

POWERGAME+

Multi-use Games Areas

Designed for a wide variety of sport, it is the ideal playing
outdoor surface for every practice and ambitions, from
children to champions. It offers amazing and long-lasting
aesthetics, with easy court customisation.
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Bemax Arena, Montenegro,
Granite, Black & Bright Red
PUMA Headquarters, Germany,
Titanium & Bright Red
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FIBA event, Slovenia
Bright Blue & Bright Red

Oradea, Romania,
Kiwi
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Floors, walls and finishes
Gerflor offers a complete range of flooring
solutions, decorative, sustainable and durable.
Available in rolls, planks and tiles to suit all
applications and technical constraints.

SPM offers a comprehensive
range of eco-responsible wall
and door protection, corner
protectors and handrails in
an extensive range of finishes
that both protect and enhance
buildings.

Romus offers a range of
tools and products including
specialist tools for flooring
and painting, together with
profiles for flooring and walls,
matting for entrance areas and
access products for the visually
impaired and disabled.

Gradus offers solutions for
carpets, barrier matting, wall
protection and LED lighting
systems, in addition to a
comprehensive range of stair
edging and floor trim profiles.

Wall Protection
Through its complementary brands the Gerflor
Group has a unique and comprehensive offer.
Delivering a range of high-quality products
from floor to walls and finishing accessories
that provide the ideal solution for both
professionals and consumers.

TOTAL
SOLUTIONS
40

Handrails

Skirting
Matting

Profiles
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A SOLUTION FOR
EVERY AREA

A sports hall has many additional areas, not
just the playing area and all have their own
constraints and requirements. Gerflor offers
a host of solutions for each of these areas.

Changing Rooms

Entrance Matting

Taraflex® Bateco protective layer

Fitness Area

Wall protection

Restaurant

Playing Area
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Welcome Area

Tarasafe Ultra H2O
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Welcome Area
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Fitness Area

First impressions can be everything. The
initial step into any building can often create
a lasting image. A reception area floor
needs to be both welcoming in its choice
of colour and also be durable enough to
withstand heavy footfall.

Many fitness areas are used for a vast
range of activities. From cardio training
to heavy weightlifting, resistance is
key. However, easy maintenance and a
comfortable atmosphere, together with a
good design all play a role.

SUGGESTED
PRODUCTS

SUGGESTED
PRODUCTS

Entrance matting

Entrance matting

Creation 70 Clic, Dock Grey

Taralay Impression, Infinity Aube

Wall protection, bespoke designs

Creation 70 Clic, Deep Forest

Powershock 300, Dark Grey

Wall protection

Creation 70 Clic

Powershock 300
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Changing Rooms
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Restaurant

A relaxing and safe atmosphere is essential
for most changing rooms. Providing a hygienic
environment that is both fit for purpose, easy
to clean and maintain is vital for the success
of any sports club, centre or facility.

The social area of most sports centres or
clubs can be a hub of communal activity.
It’s an area where creating an environment
where people want to stay and socialise
is key. The restaurant or bar area needs
to fit the style of the building and also be
resistant to heavy footfall.

SUGGESTED
PRODUCTS

SUGGESTED
PRODUCTS

Taralay Premium

Taralay Premium, Copacabana

Creation 55 Clic, Rustic Oak

Tarasafe Ultra H2O, Iceberg

Creation 70 Clic, Portobello

Mural Calypso shower wall, Snow Pearl

Taralay Impression, Herringbone Chatain

Tarasafe Ultra H2O

Creation 55 Clic

Creation 70 Clic
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